
Fixed assets 
management solution
Full visibility and tracking of your assets, 
beyond the basics of accurate financial statements.



Easy access
to reports

Accurate assets
registryLoss control

Physical and 
financial

tracking of assets

Scheduled 
preventive

maintenance

Ensure automated and accurate
depreciation costs

Less time and effort 
for physical tracking

Generate audits 
and inventory

lists with one click

Solution highlights
ACCURATE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

COST CONTROL

LATEST TRACKING TECHNOLOGY

Ensuring compliance
and risk mitigation

Automated 
workflows

Seamless integration capabilities

Eliminate human errors
RFID 

technology



How it works
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What the fixed assets management
Solution allows

Create a new assets
management operating
procedure

Implement a user friendly asset management software 
enabling the automation of receiving, labeling, tracing 
and re-serializing assets, handling inventory inquiries
and cycle count

Provide a clean assets’ list 
cross-matched with your 
financial database
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Generate a detailed assets
inventory covering assets’ count,
location, description and tag ID

Deliver a hierarchical assets
classification structure for financial
and physical tracking



Offsite Records 
Storage

Document Scanning 
& Digital Storage

Information Management 
& Content Services 

Solutions

Offsite Tape Vaulting
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